Same Story, Different Channel
The economic winning streak discussed in our May letter may be coming to an end. Corporate profits are
weakening, credit is harder to obtain, and inflation is rising.
Is an economic losing streak at hand? We do not know. Alpine clients need not worry either way. The
intrinsic value of true high-grade securities is impervious to macroeconomic cycles. Own quality and you
are safe. Alpine clients own quality.
Owning quality, however, does not exempt us from assessing macroeconomic conditions. Valuing
enterprises requires knowing where you are in the economic cycle. Moreover, economic crisis can
precipitate opportunity.
The story of economic crisis is largely the same in the history of free market economies. Some event
creates a boom, the boom is over-financed, and the over-financing ends in bust. Over-financing in general
refers to two activities: making bad loans and buying speculatively priced stocks.
Speculatively priced stocks were the culprit of the 2000-2002 bust. The Internet revolution created a
legitimate boom – investors responded with rampant stock speculation. Alpine clients not only avoided
the subsequent debacle, but profited from it.
Today’s bust stems from bad loans – many were leant money to buy homes they could not afford. Alpine
clients have and will continue to avoid the fallout – our exposure to financial institutions with bad loans
ranges from de minimis to nil. As for offense, we are beginning to see opportunities to profit from oversold assets.
However, Alpine will avoid some investments regardless of how attractive they look. Looks can be
deceiving. Today, many financial institution balance sheets are like black boxes. A massive casino of
esoteric financial instruments has developed in recent years to which all major banks have exposure. The
underlying risk and value of these instruments cannot, in many cases, be reliably assessed.
The casino that financed homeowners also finances hedge funds and private equity. Hedge funds employ
complex investment strategies, and oftentimes large amounts of borrowed funds, to buy just about
anything from stocks to esoteric financial instruments. Private equity employs large amounts of borrowed
funds to buy private companies.



Economists including Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill, Irving Fisher, and more recently, Hyman Minksy and Charles
Kindleberger, have described the boom and bust phenomenon, though other economists choose to ignore its
existence. They are the same economists who refuse to pick up a $100 bill on the sidewalk because, in theory,
someone else would have already found it.
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Both charge substantial fees which create equally substantial fortunes for the fund managers who operate
them. A few deserve the fees. (The deserving few are also more likely to avoid excessive borrowing and
maintain minimum hurdle returns before their incentive fee is paid). In the vast majority of cases,
however, the story is quite different. Here is how it works.
Dazzled by spectacular returns and epic mansions, professional advisors and their clients mistake random
upside volatility for brilliant investing and allocate large sums to “alternative asset classes”, aka, hedge
funds and private equity. One day down the road, random volatility cuts the other way, and poor returns,
or worse, ensue.
All of this is eventually swept under the carpet of pedestrian longer run returns – assuming one avoids
the major fiascos. The already rich fund managers and professional advisors get richer. Their clients,
some already rich via real businesses with real profits, and others perhaps not so much, are none the
wiser, and certainly, none the richer.
Avoiding the major fiascos has become more difficult in recent months. The age old model employed by
today’s players – take large risks, generate large returns, pray the risk does not kill you – does not work
so well during difficult times.
The antidote to all of this is to buy only what can be understood; loan money only to those who can pay
you back; buy enterprises only at reasonable prices; and pay only reasonable fees for solid long run
returns. Simple, but apparently, not always easy.
At Alpine, practicing these principles is like breathing – easy and mandatory. The prize for practicing them
is financial peace and prosperity.
On that score, may you experience peace and prosperity, in every area of your life, this coming year.
Nick Tompras
January 2008

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
ACR Alpine Capital Research LLC is an SEC registered investment adviser. For more information please refer to
Form ADV on file with the SEC at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. Registration with the SEC does not imply any
particular level of skill or training.
All statistics highlighted in this research note are sourced from ACR’s analysis unless otherwise noted.
It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the
performance of the examples discussed. You should consider any strategy’s investment objectives, risks, and
charges and expenses carefully before you invest.
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This information should not be used as a general guide to investing or as a source of any specific investment
recommendations, and makes no implied or expressed recommendations concerning the manner in which an
account should or would be handled, as appropriate investment strategies depend upon specific investment
guidelines and objectives. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation to invest.
This information is intended solely to report on investment strategies implemented by Alpine Capital Research
(“ACR”). Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment as of the date set forth above and are subject
to change without notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which are based on current market
conditions. There are risks associated with purchasing and selling securities and options thereon, including the
risk that you could lose money. All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable, but no
guarantee is given as to its accuracy.
The Equity Quality Return (EQR) Advised / SMA Composite consists of equity portfolios managed for non-wrap
fee and wrap fee clients according to the Firm's published investment policy. The composite investment policy
includes the objective of providing satisfactory absolute and relative results in the long run, and to preserve
capital from permanent loss during periods of economic decline. EQR invests only in publicly traded
marketable common stocks. Total Return performance includes unrealized gains, realized gains, dividends,
interest, and the re-investment of all income. Please refer to our full composite performance presentation with
disclosures published under the performance section of our web site at www.acr-invest.com.
The S&P 500 TR Index is a broad-based stock index including reinvestment of dividends and has been presented
as an indication of domestic stock market performance. The S&P 500 TR index is unmanaged and cannot be
purchased by investors.
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